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Abstract: Sara Kleinman was born in 1939 in Lublin.  During the war she and her 

mother were sent to camp Budzyn and then Majdanek.  At some point 
Sara was separated from her mother who was sent to Auschwitz.  While 
being transported by bus with other Jewish children and old people, the 
Russians intercepted and took the children and old people to the Red 
Cross.  Sara was then sent to an orphanage where her mother eventually 
found her.  Later her mother remarried and they move to Israel where Sara 
finished school and became a nurse. 

 
1:00:00 Sara Kleinman was born in 1939 in Lublin where she was called Sabina.  

She talks about her parents’ history.  When the war broke out her father 
was sent to a camp and died.  Her mother took her and escaped.  They 
were taken in by a peasant for a couple of months.  After that they hid in a 
forest.  

 
1:05:00 The partisans Sara’s mother met in the forest were willing to accept her on 

the condition that she would give Sabina away.  Her mother refused and 
returned to Lublin.  From there, they were transported to Budzyn.  

 
1:06:00 Sara describes how her early camp experiences shaped her character.  
 
1:10:00 She describes the camp and her relationships with the other children.  Sara 

saw executions, which revisit her in nightmares to this day.  
 
1:15:00 Sara describes how at the camp the mothers trained their children to hide, 

be quiet and keep a low profile, to “become invisible.” 
 
1:17:00 She describes Majdanek, the next camp that she was sent to.  There, an SS 

guard took a liking to her and gave her extra food.  
 
1:19:00 When Majdanek was evacuated, Sara was separated from her mother who 

 was sent to Auschwitz.  The children and old people were taken on a bus.  
 The SS escaped from the bus when the Russians came near.  The Russians 
 took the children to the Red Cross, who then took them to Lublin.  

 
1:22:00 Sara was four years old then and sick.  They were all taken to an 

 orphanage in Lublin.  Recently there was a 50 year reunion of the 
 orphanage which she attended.  She showed photographs.  

 
2:00:00 Sara talks about the reunion, meeting the children and her feelings.  
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2:03:00 She was in the orphanage for two years before her mother, who survived 

Auschwitz, was able to get her.  Sara describes her ongoing nightmares 
from that period of her life.  

 
2:06:00 Sara talks about her mother and shows photos.  Her mother later remarried 

a survivor like herself.  They were both chronically depressed and had 
outbursts of anger.  

 
2:12:00 Sara describes being sent by the Joint (JDC) to Heidelberg to recuperate 

from tuberculosis.  
 
2:18:00 She describes her education at the Joint (JDC) camp and preparation for 

Aliyah to Israel.  
 
2:19:00 Her mother told her about Auschwitz when she was older.  Her mother felt 

 guilty about surviving.  She describes the many fears that she still has 
 today that date back to her Holocaust experiences.  

 
2:28:00 Sara, her mother and new husband left Marseille by boat and arrived in 

Haifa in 1949 and were taken to Atlit.  
 
3:00:00 Sara talks more about her fifty year reunion and her emotional reactions to 

the meeting.  She also talks about her chronic depression.  
 
3:09:00 Sara describes her one year stay in Atlit.  In June of 1952, her family got 

 a house in Jaffa, at Givat Aliya, where many other survivors settled.  
 
3:12:00 Sara went to a school for new immigrants and describes her wonderful 

 teacher and school experience.  
 
3:14:00 The family later moved to Givatayim.  Sara finished high school there.  

 She did not talk about her  Holocaust experiences with her friends.  
 
3:23:00 Sara describes her feelings about the Germans today and her political 

opinions about Israel and the Arabs.  
 
3:29:00 For a career, Sara decided to study nursing.  
 
4:00:00 She talks about how she prepared herself for this interview.  
 
4:03:00 Sara talks about the attitude of the Israelis towards survivors. 
 
4:05:00 She describes going to nursing school and then getting married.  
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4:09:00 Sara had two daughters and divorced after sixteen years of marriage.  She 
talks about her life and the kind of person she thinks she has become.  

 
4:14:00 She had tuberculosis in the camp and has been in poor physical health

 ever since.  
 
4:22:00 Today she writes about her family and her experiences.  
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